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era definition meaning merriam webster Mar 29 2024
the meaning of era is a fixed point in time from which a series of years is reckoned how to use era in a
sentence synonym discussion of era

era english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 28 2024
uk ˈɪə rə us ˈer ə us ˈɪr ə add to word list b2 a period of time of which particular events or stages of
development are typical the jefferson era a bygone past era the post war era they had worked for peace during
the long era of conflict the fall of the berlin wall marked the end of an era geology specialized

era definition meaning dictionary com Jan 27 2024
noun a period of time considered as being of a distinctive character epoch an extended period of time the
years of which are numbered from a fixed point or event the christian era a point in time esp one beginning a
new or distinctive period the discovery of antibiotics marked an era in modern medicine

era definition and meaning collins english dictionary Dec 26 2023
era in american english ˈɪərə ˈerə noun 1 a period of time marked by distinctive character events etc the use of
steam for power marked the beginning of an era 2 the period of time to which anything belongs or is to be
assigned she was born in the era of hansoms and gaslight

era noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Nov 25 2023
noun ˈɪərə ˈɪrə ˈerə a period of time usually in history that is different from other periods because of particular
characteristics or events the victorian modern post war era when she left the firm it was the end of an era
things were different after that a new era of peace this is the start of a new era of peace and prosperity

era definition meaning britannica dictionary Oct 24 2023
britannica dictionary definition of era count a period of time that is associated with a particular quality event
person etc the victorian era the christian era the era of the horse and buggy we re just now entering an era of
great prosperity his death marks the end of an era more examples

era meaning of era in longman dictionary of contemporary Sep 23
2023
from longman dictionary of contemporary english related topics history geology e ra ˈɪərə ˈɪrə w3 noun
countable a period of time in history that is known for a particular event or for particular qualities era of we
live in an era of instant communication a new era of world peace his death marked the end of an era the
victorian e

era noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Aug 22 2023
noun ˈɪrə ˈɛrə a period of time usually in history that is different from other periods because of particular
characteristics or events the colonial modern post war era when she left the company it was the end of an era
things were different after that a new era of peace join us

era of good feelings summary facts britannica Jul 21 2023
1815 1825 location united states key people james monroe era of good feelings national mood of the united
states from 1815 to 1825 as first described by the boston columbian centinel on july 12 1817
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the era of good feelings american history central Jun 20 2023
the era of good feelings was a period in american history that started with unity and nationalism in the wake of
the war of 1812 in 1816 james monroe a democratic republican won a landslide victory against the federalist
candidate rufus king signaling the decline of the federalist party which had opposed the war of 1812

equal rights amendment era definition history text May 19 2023
equal rights amendment era a proposed amendment to the u s constitution that would invalidate many state
and federal laws that discriminate against women its central underlying principle is that sex should not
determine the legal rights of men or women learn more about the era

the progressive era progressive movement article khan Apr 18
2023
the period of us history from the 1890s to the 1920s is usually referred to as the progressive era an era of
intense social and political reform aimed at making progress toward a better society

historical eras list of major time periods in history Mar 17 2023
historians rely on written records and archaeological evidence to understand more about human history they
use these resources to divide human existence into five main historical eras prehistory classical middle ages
early modern and modern eras keep reading to learn the main civilizations technological achievements
important

the equal rights amendment explained brennan center for justice
Feb 16 2023
published january 23 2020 ann zelle getty advance constitutional change equal rights amendment view the
entire explainers collection on january 15 virginia became the latest state to ratify the equal rights amendment
era a proposed amendment to the constitution that guarantees equal rights for women

equal rights amendment wikipedia Jan 15 2023
the equal rights amendment era is a proposed amendment to the u s constitution that would if added explicitly
prohibit sex discrimination it was written by alice paul and crystal eastman and introduced in congress in
december 1923 as a proposed amendment to the united states constitution

what does era mean the word counter Dec 14 2022
according to the merriam webster unabridged dictionary of the english language american heritage and collins
english dictionary the word era is a noun that refers to a fixed point in time from which a series of years is
reckoned or some memorable date or event that begins a new period in the history of a person or thing

equal rights amendment Nov 13 2022
the equal rights amendment era first proposed in 1923 is an amendment to the united states constitution that
guarantees equality of rights under the law for all persons regardless of sex

equal rights amendment national archives Oct 12 2022
three years after the ratification of the 19th amendment the equal rights amendment era was initially
proposed in congress in 1923 in an effort to secure full equality for women it seeks to end the legal distinctions
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between men and women in terms of divorce property employment and other matters

the era of one stop grocery shopping is over wsj Sep 11 2022
consumers are making 8 more trips to different retailers as inflation continues to upend household budgets
grocery prices are up 21 in three years according to the labor department helping

the era of self driving trucks on roads is near fast company Aug 10
2022
the era of self driving trucks on roads is near late this year aurora plans to start hauling freight on interstate
45 between the dallas and houston areas with 20 driverless trucks a self
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